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> 192 API users
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Aiming for the moon!  
Image source: The JeanRichard Aquascope Boat Race 
http://www.horbiter.com/en/jeanrichard-aquascope-boat-race/
Cambridge vs Oxford Research Impact Contest
Workflow
1. CORE harvests the repositories of both 
institutions. Publication records for a 
given institution accessible through the 
CORE API.
2. Microsoft Academic Graph is the world’s 
largest free open citation dataset we use 
to enrich our data.
3. Mendeley is one of the most popular 
research reference managers and 
network. We use it as a free source of 




Step 1. Get publications for a given institution 
We export only the fields we are interested in (title, DOI, etc.) to csv for all records
in both repositories
Step 2. Enrich the dataset with Mendeley readership
Average readers per year from 2000 to 2016
Step 3. Enrich with citations from MAG
• Remove papers 
with 0 citations
• Merge by DOI
• Aggregate by year
Post process
citation data
Average citation by paper by year
Oxford University papers have a higher readership 
Oxford vs Cambridge  
1 – 0 
University of Cambridge papers are cited more often
Oxford vs Cambridge 
0 – 1
And the winner is… 
CORE Metrics - I
CORE Metrics - II 
Thank you! 
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